
WHY DO WE NEED TRAP SEAL PRIMERS?
Trap seal primers are a necessity where floor drains are infrequently used and in areas such as mechanical and service
rooms. In surprisingly little time, evaporation of water in floor drain traps will allow sewer gas to enter the interior of the
building. Today’s typical method of cleaning floors produces very little water that runs into floor drains. In mechanical
rooms, warm dry conditions and air pressure changes caused by HVAC equipment may also serve to compromise the
water seal. Trap seal primers provide a supply of water to replenish the deep seal or “P” trap of a drain to prevent sewer
or potentially explosive methane gas from entering the area through the floor drains. They are installed on the potable cold
water supply line, and react to water flowing in the line to trigger, either by turbulence or pressure drop. Once a triggering
event occurs, the primer will release water that is piped to a trap primer connector on or near the “P” trap being
maintained. The selection and specification of trap seal primers merits careful consideration. Outlined below are some of
the factors to be aware of when planning to use trap seal primers effectively. Installation and local code requirements must
be taken into account when specifying trap seal primers. The A.S.S.E. (American Society of Sanitary Engineers) trap seal
primer standard #1018 is the key Standard that relates to trap seal primers. MIFAB’s M-500 and MI-TSP trap seal primers
are tested and certified to the A.S.S.E. 1018 Standard.
INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS:
Continuous flow and pressure drop activated trap seal primers should be installed at least 12” above the floor drain traps
for every 20 feet of distance to the drain to ensure that there is enough of a drop for the discharged water to flow to the
traps. MIFAB recommends pre-priming the traps, as trap seal primers are meant to replace trap water
loss through evaporation, etc. Pressure drop activated primers should be connected to the water supply line with a
vertical elbow to limit line debris from entering and contaminating the valve. The primer itself should be installed vertically.
Access doors should always be specified to provide easy access to all trap seal primers. Trap seal primers have moving
parts that will eventually wear or be compromised by line debris even in the best of circumstances. The access doors
specified should be large enough to provide “hand access” to the trap seal primer, related accessories and line shut off
valve. For quick and easy repair, a line shut off valve and union connections are recommended directly before the trap
seal primer on the water supply line. The closing of this valve will facilitate the cleaning and maintenance of the primer
without having to separately shut off the building’s water supply. Water supply lines should be flushed several times before
the trap seal primers are initially installed to ensure that debris will not enter the primers and negatively affect their
performance. Pipe dope and paste should never be used when installing trap seal primers in water supply lines because
the fine residue from these adhesives will enter the trap seal primers and clog the cartridges. Install the trap seal primer
as close to the source of the pressure drop as possible. Fixtures with a water restriction device may not cause a large
enough pressure drop to activate the trap seal primer.
M-500 SERIES INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
Use a 1 1/8” open end wrench to install the M-500 Series of trap seal primers to the line by using the flats on the top
of the trap seal primer. Water lines must be flushed before installing MIFAB’s MR-500 Series of trap seal primers. The
leading cause of trap seal primer performance problems is interference from foreign debris. The trap seal primers
should be cycled at least six times to ensure problems is interference from foreign debris. The trap
seal primers should be cycled at least six times to ensure optimum performance.
The following steps are highly recommended:
- Ensure that all flux and other debris is removed from supply line to the primer.
- Use only teflon tape around threads, NEVER use pipe dope.
- Do not solder fittings directly onto the inlet or outlet of the primer,
as the primer uses a PE (poly-ethylene) cartridge.

Failure to follow these instructions will negatively affect performance of the
product. MIFAB’s primers have a unique design which allows the primer to
be taken apart and cleaned before re-assembly. Do this in the event of
excess water discharge. Trap seal primers should be mounted one foot
above the finished floor for every twenty feet of floor drain trap make-
up water line. For easy access to the trap seal primer, install a union
connection above it. Install a line shut off valve upstream of the trap
seal primer in order to shut off the water supply when performing
maintenance on the trap seal primer.
INSPECTION INSTRUCTIONS:
After installing and pre-cycling the trap seal primer, use any of the four holes to view water
discharge from the orifice. A light can be placed opposite the viewing hole to improve
clarity in this inspection.
MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS:
In order to replace the filter screen, remove the trap seal primer by using an open end
wrench on the top set of flats. Grasp the top of the filter screen with fingers, squeeze
and remove the filter. Insert the new filter screen by squeezing and pushing it firmly
down into the top of the trap seal primer. Re-install the trap seal primer using the top
set of flats. In regions that experience heavy residual deposits such as calcium in the
water supply, MIFAB’s M-500 Series of trap seal primers can be field refurbished by
removing the bottom end of the primer, and replacing the cartridge.
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Design and dimensions are subject to modification. Prices do not include applicable taxes.
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